
Thursday, September 10, 2020

9-10-20 Music Booster Minutes 

Attending: 


Teri Matulis, Marti Loughney, Lester Wicks, Bob Gaetjens, Angelica 
Weichman, Stephanie Bonitz, Julie Burns, Sarah Massey (over Zoom)

• Minutes from August meeting unanimously approved


Treasurer’s report: Marti Loughney


• Began August with $19,869.97 balance; ended August with same. (See 
bank statement for details)

• Teri M: Said she has turned in a debit for $69.30 in ice cream.


Fundraising


Stephanie Bonitz: Most of the fundraiser information we got previously 
indicated folks were most interested in the Gardner Pies. We had a few 
more responses than last year.

10 people were interested in cookie dough, 12 in the Gardner Pies and 
Haandel’s Ice Cream had 5 people interested.

A good number of people also were interested in future fundraisers.

The question is: Do we want to pursue something right now?

Lester Wicks: What’s the turn around (between orders being submitted 
and delivery)?

Stephanie Bonitz: About two weeks.


Lester Wicks: It would be a nice fundraiser as a push for Thanksgiving. If 
we know it’s in by the end of October, they’ll have pies by Thanksgiving. 
Parents could also freeze pies for Christmas.

Stephanie Bonitz: Kids would need the order forms by the second week 
of October. We were stuck with pies last year.
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Angelica Weichman: Pies come in multiples of four, so if you get 17 
orders for a certain pie, you actually need to buy 20.

Stephanie Bonitz: Usually we can get rid of most of them, but that didn’t 
happen last year.

Teri Matulis: Have we sold band T-shirts in past?


Stephanie Bonitz: $10 short sleeve, $15 long sleeve. That would probably 
be a great idea.

Lester Wicks: I like the ones that say, “I’m with the band.” (After 
discussion of what wording would work for the most people)


Concessions


Teri Matulis: Truly won’t be able to do concessions because she’s got a 
new job. We’ll need someone to head that committee, but I’ll step up if 
needed.

Stephanie Bonitz: In the band cooler, pop froze at the bottom and 
exploded. We went in there for water for football and found that treat. 

Basketball season is questionable. 

Teri Matulis: The Athletic Boosters said we do concessions for track. I 
don’t know how that will turn out, but anything we can do helps.


Communications


Stephanie Bonitz: We have 14 in the Music Booster Remind class, which 
is better than 8.

Bob Gaetjens: Asked about the legality of inviting a bunch of parents to 
the Booster Remind class.

Stephanie Bonitz: I might be able to just take all the band parents and 
copy them over two the Boosters Remind class.


Miscellaneous


Stephanie Bonitz:  
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We have this week off, I guess, because we have no opponent (for 
football), and then we have three more home games after that. 

We still have on the band calendar the St. V/St. M band show, but we’re 
not going.

Playoffs start on Saturdays this year. 

Angelica Weichman:  
The choir uniforms need to be dry cleaned. 

Stephanie Bonitz: We need our trophy and booster gift orders filled. 


Teri Matulis: Said she’d call Miracle and Jimmy Partlow.

Adjourn: 8:02 p.m.
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